ADVISE CREATION OF BUREAU ON ROOMS


The creation of a committee or bureaus on students' lodgings, under the auspices of the Association of Graduates, was discussed. It was pointed out that new students, fresh from the turfed lawns of the home, will be unaccustomed to lodgings in all connotations of the word. It is hoped that the committee will be able to do a great deal of good.

Spring Schedule Almost Complete

The spring schedule is close to final completion. The schedule committee, A. P. Rentschler '25, is working straight ahead. As soon as the weather will permit, the schedule will be published in the paper.

RELAY MAKES FAST TIME BEATING SYRACUSE TEAM

Bill took the corners in a manner far different from the usual record breaker and gained a very comfortable lead. Syracuse then chased and maintained this lead until the last 100 yards, when the Technicolors flashed up and shattered the record which had been steadily coming up from the year before. The race was won by the last 10 yards, and is credited with a five second gain.

TIREX (ALL RUBBER) PORTABLE CORD

A large proportion of portable tool troubles are cord failures. TIREX wears longer than other cords and keeps the tools in operation. It is always ready, without expense of repairs, more than four times as long as fibrous covered cords.
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